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Executive Summary 

Description of the Business 

I am a server at Olive Garden, and one of the great advantages of working as a server is that it 

allows you a very flexible schedule. Being a busy BYU student I often find myself looking for 

servers to “pick-up” my shifts. Olive Garden employs a website called “Dish” that is used for a 

variety of tasks such as posting messages from the managers, employee purchases and schedules. 

However, the schedules site is something of a mess and doesn’t give me the immediate info I 

need in order to find someone to work for me. For example, there are roughly 30 different job 

classes and about 300 employees, but only certain employees can work certain jobs (e.g. server, 

bartender, grill, prep, etc.).  

Overview of the System 

What I did was create a VBA program that will work for any user with an Olive Garden “Dish” 

login. The program takes the user’s login credentials and first downloads and displays that user’s 

schedule. Following that, the program looks at that user’s job codes that are displayed in their 

weekly schedule and finds those correlated job schedules. For examples, if I am a server and a 

line cook, the program sees that I am scheduled as a server and a line cook and then goes and 

downloads the server and line cook schedules from “Dish”. Those schedules are then organized 

and displayed in their own worksheets.  

The user is then left with their job class schedules available and their weekly schedule displayed. 

The user can then click a button that will search the related job code schedules and will find 

every person that is not scheduled to work that job code that day. Under each day that the user is 

scheduled, there is a list of people who are available to work that job code and are available to 

work that day.  

  



Implementation Documentation 

In order to provide a concise, well-organized documentation of what I actually did for my 

solution, I will detail my program by describing the different steps (forms, sub-procedures, etc.) 

as they are executed by the user. In each section, I will describe the elements, why they were 

included, and how it is intended to be used in the task. 

Login Form 

When designing this program, it was my goal to make the different forms and pages look and 

feel as much like “Dish” as possible. So the initial form has the same text box titles and the same 

button titles as the login to “Dish”.  

 

The user enters their credentials and can then select from three buttons. If they click on “Help” 

internet explorer opens to the related online help page. If the user selects “Reset” the text boxes 

are cleared. If the user selects “Login” and the username or password fields are empty, they are 

given a message box asking for the related details. After the user has entered their credentials 

and they click login the rest of the sub-procedures begin.  

Login Procedure part 1  

The first step of the login procedure inserts a large rectangle that informs the user that that 

program is connecting to the internet and to please wait until it is done. I did this because “Dish” 

is often a slow website (another advantage of having my schedule available on my computer!) 

that can take a long time to load. I then used the agent1 program to connect to the pages I 

needed.  

The first problem I ran into was if the user was already logged into “Dish”, the agent1 would 

look for a username and password form that didn’t exist. To solve this problem, I wrote an if 

then statement that would only enter a username and password if there was a password to move 

to on the page. 



 

Once the program has logged in, it would first navigate to that user’s schedule and then import 

the page.  

Build my Schedule Procedure 

When I started designing this program, I actually first started by designing the schedule page to 

look and feel like the “Dish” page. In the back of my mind, I was thinking that I would need to 

later write the agent1 program to search, move to, and get text for each of the different aspects of 

my schedule from the source code.  

Later, when I was working on the agent1 code, I realized that there was an import page 

command in the agent1 program, which made my job a lot easier! It was then that I realized that 

I didn’t need to write a new page that would display my schedule, all I needed was to format the 

page that agent1 had imported. However, since I had already written the schedule page, I simply 

searched for the necessary data from the imported page and deleted that page after the data was 

parsed to My Schedule.  

Beyond the formatting, the build my schedule sub-procedure deletes and creates any necessary 

sheets. It also inserts a “login box” that reloads the login form when clicked. There’s also 

inserted a “find box” that will be explained later. 

 

 

 



Login Procedure part 2 

Once the user’s schedule is parsed, login then searches the job under each assigned shift and 

builds an array. In order to select that job’s schedule from the drop list on the “Dish” website, I 

needed that job’s source value. Agent1 was able to find that value in the source and then use that 

value to select that job and download and import that job’s schedule.  

Once that job schedule was imported, I wrote code that would find that job name and rename the 

import page to its related job, rather than its job code.  

 

One problem I ran into here, is that there is a job called “Cafe Server” and every time agent 1 

looked for “Server” it stopped at “Cafe Server.” I thought of writing code that would search for 



the next iteration of “Server” but since I know that management has recently stopped scheduling 

a café server and that they plan on deleting that job code, I felt the easiest answer was to write a 

simply if then statement. No other job names had this same problem.  

 

Format Job Name Procedure 

Having learned from my previous mistake, this procedure was much quicker to write than the 

My Schedule procedure. Each page that was imported was formatted to look like the “Dish” 

page. Beyond formatting, this procedure finds and delete’s rows without any data on them and 

delete’s rows that I didn’t feel were necessary. 

 

Find People Procedure 

The final aspect of this program is to provide a list of people who are available to work on the 

days that I am working and can work that job. The program searches every day that I work and 

finds the names of people who are not working that day but are still people on that job’s 

schedule. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Learning and Conceptual Difficulties Encountered 

There were several other things that I had hoped to accomplish but was unable too. I very much 

look forward to fixing those things over the break. There is a problem in the form sometimes 

crashing excel, but Prof. Allen told me not to worry about that and to see him after finals to get it 

fixed. The search is somewhat incomplete. It only finds people who are not scheduled to work 

that day. What I want it to do is to find people who are not scheduled to work that shift (e.g. a 

server that is schedule to work that day’s lunch shift will not show up on my list, even though 

they may be available to work my night shift).  

Regarding the search for people to work, I had planned on writing code that would eliminate 

people from the list if they were scheduled for 40 hours. I may still try and add this in later, but 

with the amount of shifts being moved around it is often the case that someone may be scheduled 

40 hours but not have worked 40 hours. Further, there are very few people who get over 20 hours 

a week; much less 40 (most people there are students or work multiple jobs). I think in the future 

I would simply write code that highlights the names of people scheduled 40 hours.  

Lastly, I plan on writing code that will also list people that I could “pick-up” for on days that I’m 

not scheduled. This was more of a time constraint; I look forward to adding this in later as well.  

I was impressed by how much I needed to conceptually plan and map out my project. Having 

done it, I have a huge mental list of things I would do differently next time and plan on fixing 

over the break. When I started, I had a general idea of what I wanted and what I wanted it to look 

like, but how to get there was a mystery to me. I’ve learned that next time I will try and write out 

the different steps and rough ideas for procedures and their purposes. I think this will help me to 

better understand what is necessary from the beginning. Rather than writing code and finding out 

later I didn’t really need it.  



I learned a lot about how computer’s think and work. I remember when the code for the search 

worked on the first day of the week, but not on the second. I had to think about each step of what 

the computer was doing and where it was before I figured out that it was ending on the wrong 

worksheet to continue.  

I loved this project. I can’t think of any other project I’ve done here at BYU in which I have 

learned more. I feel that the skills taught in this class are only understood once one tries to 

actually use them and with this project I finally began to understand VBA.  

 


